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Teacher's Book
Vocabulary items are presented and explained on left-hand pages with a variety of follow-up activities on right-hand pages.

Vocabulary in Use Upper Intermediate Without Answers
Advanced vocabulary tests with answers to accompany the popular English Vocabulary in Use Advanced Second Edition
reference and practice book. 100 easy-to-use vocabulary tests for advanced learners of English. Test Your English
Vocabulary in Use Advanced Second Edition book with answers can be used on its own or along with the English Vocabulary
in Use Advanced Second Edition reference and practice book. It offers a wide variety of enjoyable test types and a clear
marking system on each page so progress can be easily checked. Ideal as a revision aid and to help advanced learners
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build their confidence in using new vocabulary.

English Vocabulary in Use Upper-intermediate with Answers and CD-ROM
Vocabulary in Use
Vocabulary in Use Intermediate with Answers
English Vocabulary in Use Upper-intermediate With answers
Test Your English Vocabulary in Use Advanced with Answers
The book is a reference and practice book for elementary learners.

Grammar in Use Intermediate Student's Book with Answers and CD-ROM
Vocabulary
Grammar in Use Intermediate is a highly successful grammar text known for its clear, concise explanations and innovative
format. Ideal for students preparing for the TOEFL ® test or other standard examinations, the new edition of this popular
North American English grammar title offers even more support, with a larger format to include more explanation and
practice, eight new units on phrasal verbs, and 10 pages of Additional Exercises. This edition, with answers, can be used in
the classroom or for self-study. It includes a CD-ROM featuring additional practice exercises, progress reports, interactive
games, and a link to the Cambridge Dictionaries Online. You can even create your own tests to review the language
learned.

English Phrasal Verbs in Use Advanced Book with Answers
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"Business Vocabulary in Use Elementary to Pre-intermediate is for students and professionals looking to improve their
knowledge and use of business vocabulary. It is for Elementary to Pre-intermediate level learners of English (levels A2 to B1
of the CEF)." -- Back cover.

Business Vocabulary in Use Elementary to Pre-intermediate with Answers
Academic Vocabulary in Use Edition with Answers
"Testing your vocabulary needn't be boring! Use this book for self-study, or in the classrom, to check your progress as you
build your vocabulary and become a confident speaker of English."--Editor.

English Vocabulary in Use Elementary with Answers and CD-ROM
Did you know that testing your English Vocabulary could be enjoyable? You can use this book alone, or in class, and watch
your rapid progress. Each test will build your confidence and help you remember even 'problem' words. You can use Test
Your English Vocabulary in Use: Pre-intermediate and intermediate on its own or along with the companion volume English
Vocabulary in Use: Pre-intermediate and intermediate.

English Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate with Answers
Vocabulary in Use Basic Student's Book with Answers
Ideal for PET and FCE preparation Packed full of useful study extras, the Cambridge Learner's Dictionary helps you on your
way to becoming a confident, natural English speaker. With clear definitions, written especially for intermediate level
students, and thousands of examples that put the language into context, this dictionary is an invaluable companion,
whether you are learning English for work or pleasure, or preparing for an exam. The best bits of the dictionary * NEW!
Improved and expanded study pages include the innovative 'Talk' section, focussing on conversation, and how people really
speak in day-to-day situations. * NEW! Word Partner boxes show how words are used together, helping you develop natural
sounding English. * NEW! Special 'new words' section focuses on the latest words to enter the English language, ensuring
that the language you learn is always up to date. * NEW! Thesaurus boxes make your English sound more natural by
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providing alternatives to over-used words, helping you to widen your vocabulary. * Learner Error notes taken from the
Cambridge Learner Corpus - based on real student errors from Cambridge ESOL papers - help you to avoid typical mistakes.
The Cambridge Learner's Dictionary CD-ROM includes the whole dictionary in a handy searchable format and much more,
too! You can listen to every word in British and American English - and even record yourself for comparison. The best bits of
the CD-ROM * UNIQUE! SMART thesaurus helps build vocabulary and allows you to create topic-related word lists at the click
of a button. * QUICKfind, a mini pop-up version of the dictionary, lets you look up words as you work with no effort. *
Hundreds of interactive vocabulary practice exercises - to use on-screen, or print out for classroom use - help you to
monitor your progress.

English Vocabulary in Use: Upper-intermediate
Vocabulary in Use Intermediate helps students who have mastered basic words and phrases to consolidate and expand
their knowledge of English vocabulary. The book contains 100 lessons covering approximately 2,500 vocabulary items. Ideal
for self-study, its easy-to-use format presents content or grammar-based vocabulary on the left-hand page and innovative
practice activities on the right-hand page. An edition without answers, suitable for classroom use, is available.

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
Vocabulary in Use Intermediate is a reference and practice book for students of North American English at the intermediate
level. Each unit is on two pages. The left-hand page teaches an important selection of vocabulary that is related by
grammar or topic. The right-hand page provides practice exercises. Vocabulary in Use Intermediate can be used as a
classroom text or for self-study. www.cambridge.org/vinu Additional activities for extra vocabulary and listening practice
are available on the companion Web site.

Business Vocabulary in Use
Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate is a vocabulary book for intermediate learners of English, primarily
designed as a self-study reference and practice book, but which can also be used for classroom work. In its style and format
it is similar to its upper intermediate and advanced equivalent, English Vocabulary in Use. - 100 easy-to-use units: over
2,500 vocabulary items in a wide range of topic areas are presented, contextualise and explained and explained on lefthand pages with a variety of follow-up activities on right-hand pages. - Helps to build on and expand existing vocabulary. Suggests tips and techniques for good learning habits. - Designed to be flexible: can be used both for self-study and in
class. - Provides a comprehensive key with not only answers to the exercises but also more comments on how the language
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is used. - Includes a detailed index with phonetic transcriptions.

English Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate
How are words and idioms organized in a language? How are they learnt and stored? Vocabulary explains the ways in which
the various theories relating to these questions have been applied in both teaching and reference materials. A wide range
of examples illustrate the text, and will help readers to evaluate and adapt the vocabulary materials they use in their own
classrooms.

Vocabulary in Use Intermediate Student's Book with Answers
CD-ROM includes interactive exercises covering 100 areas of key vocabulary, audio recordings for listening practice, a test
function, a progress check, a built-in dictionary.

Vocabulary in Use High Intermediate Student's Book with Answers
English Vocabulary in Use is a vocabulary book for upper-intermediate and advanced learners of English, primarily designed
as a self-study reference and practice book, but can also be used for classroom work. Firmly based on current learning
theory, its emphasis is on the practical needs of the learner. It aims not only to present and explain words but to
demonstrate how to use them and how to work out rules for using them. Vocabulary is explained and presented on lefthand pages with a wealth of innovative follow-up activities opposite. * 100 units, covering approximately 3,000 new
vocabulary items * offers learners the opportunity to consolidate and expand existing vocabulary * promotes invaluable
learning techniques * gives study tips and suggests follow-up tasks * contains a comprehensive key with additional helpful
comments * includes a detailed index and phonetic transcription

Face2face. Upper-Intermediate. Workbook with Key
Primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, it can also be used for classroom work. The book covers a
wide range of business topics including Jobs, People and Organisations, Production, Marketing, Finance and the Economy
and Business Culture. Business skills covered include Meetings, Negotiating and Presentations. 66 easy-to-use units.

Test your English vocabulary in use. Elementary
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The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. Basic Grammar in Use Fourth Edition is an American English
self-study reference and practice book for beginner level learners (A1-B1). With simple explanations, clear examples, and
easy to understand exercises, it is perfect for students who are learning on their own, but can also be used in the
classroom. It comes with an easy to use answer key in the back of the book.

English Vocabulary in Use
The words you need to communicate with confidence. Vocabulary explanations and practice for pre-intermediate and
intermediate level (B1) learners of English. Perfect for both self-study and classroom activities. Quickly expand your
vocabulary with 100 units of easy to understand explanations and practice exercises. Be confident about what you are
learning, thanks to Cambridge research into how English is really spoken and written, and get better at studying by
yourself, with units on learning vocabulary, personalised practice and an easy to use answer key.

Grammar in Use : Intermediate
Vocabulary in Use: Upper Intermediate helps high-intermediate to advanced learners consolidate and expand their
knowledge of English vocabulary. The book contains 100 lessons that cover approximately 3,000 new vocabulary items.
Ideal for self-study, its easy-to-use format presents a content- or grammar-based area of vocabulary on the left-hand page
and innovative practice activities on the right-hand page. Firmly based on current vocabulary acquisition theory, this text
promotes good learning habits and teaches students how to discover rules for using vocabulary correctly. An edition with an
answer key, suitable for self-study, is available; an intermediate level is also available.

English Vocabulary in Use Upper-Intermediate Book with Answers
English Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate Book with Answers
The words you need to communicate with confidence. Vocabulary explanations and practice for upper-intermediate level
(B2) learners of English. Perfect for both self-study and classroom activities. Quickly expand your vocabulary with over 100
units of easy to understand explanations and practice exercises. Be confident about what you are learning, thanks to
Cambridge research into how English is really spoken and written, and get better at studying by yourself, with units on
learning vocabulary, personalised practice and an easy to use answer key.
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English Vocabulary in Use Elementary Book and CD-ROM
Vocabulary in Use Intermediate is a reference and practice book for students of North American English at the intermediate
level. Each unit is on two pages. The left-hand page teaches an important selection of vocabulary that is related by
grammar or topic. The right-hand page provides practice exercises. Vocabulary in Use Intermediate can be used as a
classroom text or for self-study. www.cambridge.org/vinu Additional activities for extra vocabulary and listening practice
are available on the companion Web site.

English Vocabulary in Use
Collocations are combinations of words which frequently appear together. Using them makes your English sound more
natural. Presents and explains approximately 1,500 word combinations in typical contexts using tables, charts, short texts
and dialogues.

Business Vocabulary in Use: Intermediate with Answers and CD-ROM
Improve your understanding of phrasal verbs in English. Explanations and practice of approximately 1,000 phrasal verbs,
written for advanced-level (C1 to C2) learners of English. Perfect for both self-study and classroom activities. Learn phrasal
verbs in context, with lots of different topics, including 'Lectures and seminars', 'Agreeing' and 'Social life'. Be confident
about what you are learning, thanks to Cambridge research into how English is really spoken and written, and get better at
studying by yourself, with study tips, follow-up tasks and an easy to use answer key.

Test Your English Vocabulary in Use: Pre-intermediate and Intermediate
Test Your English Vocabulary in Use Upper-intermediate Book with Answers
Business Vocabulary in Use includes 66 easy-to-use units, with vocabulary items presented and explained on the left-hand
pages and a range of practice exercises on the right-hand pages. It also includes a comprehensive answer key. The book
covers a huge range of business topics including jobs; people and organisations; production; marketing; finance and the
economy, and business culture. Learners will develop essential business communication skills, focusing on the language
used for meetings, negotiations and presentations. [Source : 4e de couv.].
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English Vocabulary in Use - Elementary. Edition with Answers
Academic Vocabulary in Use Second Edition is the perfect study aid for anyone using English for their academic work. Ideal
for students of any discipline, this second edition has been updated to reflect changes in education, technology and
communications, includes a selection of new reading passages, and is now in full colour. 50 easy-to-use, two-page units
give clear explanations of new vocabulary, along with a variety of practice exercises. A comprehensive answer key, and
phonemic transcriptions to help with pronunciation, make it perfect for self-study as well as for use in the classroom. This
book is designed for students at good intermediate level and above, and is also useful for those preparing for IELTS and
university entrance examinations.

Cambridge Learner's Dictionary with CD-ROM
Contains 100 easy-to-use practice vocabulary tests with a clear marking system on each page so that progress can be
easily checked. It can be used on its own, for self-study or in the classroom, or to reinforce the vocabulary covered in
English Vocabulary in Use Upper-intermediate Third edition, available separately. CEF: B2.

Basic Vocabulary in Use. Student's Book with answers
This edition is fully updated to give students the support they need to master more than 7,000 words and phrases in
American English. Following the popular in Use format, new language is taught in manageable two-page units with
presentation of vocabulary on the left-hand page and innovative practice activities on the right. Suitable for self-study or
classroom use, the books are informed by the Cambridge International Corpus to ensure vocabulary taught is useful, up-todate, and presented in a natural context.

Vocabulary in Use Intermediate Student's Book with Answers
English Collocations in Use: Advanced
The CD-ROM includes hundreds of vocabulary exercises which cover the language taught in the text. It covers 60 areas of
key vocabulary, contains audio recordings for extra listening practice, a test function allowing the creation of your own
tests, a progress check and a built-in dictionary.
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Basic Grammar in Use Workbook with Answers
The Basic Grammar in Use Workbook provides students with further opportunities to practice difficult grammar points and
consolidate their understanding of related topics covered in Basic Grammar in Use, Third edition. It offers a wide range of
challenging activities and opportunities to work with grammar structures in meaningful contexts. This edition, with answers,
can be used in the classroom or for self-study.

Basic Grammar in Use Student's Book with Answers
This is an adaptation of Essential Grammar in Use for Thai elementary learners.

English Grammar in Use with Answers, Thai Edition
A three-level vocabulary series for both self-study and classroom use. This best-selling series gives students the support
they need to master words and phrases in American English. New language is taught in manageable two-page units with
presentation of vocabulary on the left-hand page and practice activities on the right. Suitable for self-study or classroom
use, the books are informed by the Cambridge International Corpus to ensure vocabulary taught is useful, up-to-date, and
presented in a natural context. Firmly based on current vocabulary acquisition theory, this series promotes good learning
habits and teaches students how to discover rules for using vocabulary correctly. The Basic level teaches approximately
1,200 new vocabulary items.
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